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Lighting can be innovative or simple, but rarely does it excel at being both. American designer Shane Schneck strives for both, bridging the worlds of design and technology. The cleverly designed silicone lamp Bollard may look like a simple pendant, but it is in fact four lamps in one. Hang it from the ceiling as a pendant, angle it as spotlight, place casually on shelf or use to beam light up by placing on its foot.

About the Designer

Whether it’s designing the perfect breadboard (with grooves to collect crumbs) or a genius multi-purpose lamp (check out the Bollard pendant light for Menu), Office for Design is discovering solutions for modern living. The Stockholm studio was founded in 2010 by the American industrial designer Shane Schneck, and since then has been collected companies including tech giants Google and Skype.

Product Type
Pendant

Environment
Indoor

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 13 cm / 5,1”
Ø: 11 cm / 4,3”

Colours
Carbon (RAL 7011)
Ash (RAL 9002)
Black (RAL 9005)
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Production Process
The shade is made by moulded silicone, with a fine texture, the cord is made by silicone coated PVC cord.

Materials
Silicone, PVC

Weight item (kg)
0.4 kg

Voltage (V)
220V

Light Source & Energy Efficiency Class
GU10 (Not included), MAX 4 Watt, LED, A++, A+, A

Light Specification
Lumen, Kelvin and Ra Value depends on which bulb is used.

Dimmer
No. The lamp can be fitted with a dimmer by a certified electrician.

Canopy
No (supplied with plug).

Cord Material and Colour
PVC Cord with same colour as the lamp.

Cord Length (cm / in)
300 cm / 118.1"

Classification
CE and IP20

Certifications

Packaging Type
Giftbox

Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)
9.5 cm * 12.8 cm * 12.8 cm

Care Instructions
Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives. Avoid using water.
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Carbon
1400129

Ash
1400189

Black
1400539